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ABSTRACT
Terzan 5 is the only Galactic globular cluster plausibly detected at very high en-
ergies (VHEs; E > 100 GeV) by the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.)
and has an unexpected, asymmetric morphology offset from the cluster center.
We present new continuum radio data from Effelsberg Radio Telescope and the
Fermi Large Area Telescope on this source. Our fit to the broadband spectral
energy distribution assumes that emission originates from a population of em-
bedded millisecond pulsars and their leptonic winds. Our model invokes unpulsed
synchrotron and inverse Compton components to model radio and TeV data,
cumulative pulsed curvature radiation to fit the Fermi data, and cumulative syn-
chrotron emission by electron-positron pairs within the pulsar magnetospheres to
explain the hard Chandra X-ray spectrum. While our model provides reasonable
spectral fits, more and higher-quality spectral and spatial data will help discrim-
inate between competing proposed scenarios for the broadband emission, such
as a hadronic (short gamma-ray burst remnant) or white-dwarf origin thereof.
1. INTRODUCTION
Discovered in the 1960s, the Galactic globular cluster (GC) Terzan 5 is a fasci-
nating, nearby object lying at a distance d = 5.9±0.5 kpc (Valenti et al. 2007)
and having a particularly high central stellar density as well as high metallicity.
It also has the highest stellar interaction rate of all Galactic GCs (Verbunt &
Hut 1987), which is probably linked to the large number of X-ray binaries found
in this system. Terzan 5 hosts the largest number of millisecond pulsars (37
MSPs) of all Galactic GCs (Cadelano et al. 2018). It is the only GC plausibly
detected at VHEs (Anderhub et al. 2009; Aharonian et al. 2009; McCutcheon
et al. 2009; Abramowski et al. 2011, 2013) and exhibits an unexpectedly asym-
metric morphology which is offset from the cluster center. Terzan 5 has also
been detected in radio, X-ray, and GeV γ-ray bands, and therefore given the
richness of the existing data set on Terzan 5, as well as the variety of models
that exist to explain GC emission, we use this system as a case study to further
probe the origin of multi-wavelength emission from GCs. Improved models will
aid selection of promising GCs for future observations by the Cherenkov Tele-
scope Array (CTA), which may see tens of GCs in the next decade (Ndiyavala
2018). We therefore aimed to gather more data on Terzan 5 and model the
updated SED in a leptonic scenario.

2. MULTI-WAVELENGTH DATA AND SPECTRAL UPPER LIMITS
2.1. Previous Radio Observations
Terzan 5 was detected in the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) at 21 cm as a
single source with a flux of 5 mJy (Condon et al. 1998). Clapson et al. (2011)
analysed archival 11 cm and 21 cm Effelsberg data and detected several radio
structures in the direction of Terzan 5. However, given the uncertainty in flux,
no spectral index could be inferred. Clapson et al. (2011) speculated that
one structure in particular (labeled as “Region 11“), extending from the GC
center to the north-west (roughly perpendicular to the Galactic Plane), could
be the result of synchrotron radiation (SR) by electrons escaping from the large
population of MSPs in this GC.

Figure 1: Radio map from the Effelsberg Galactic Plane. From Clapson et al. (2011)

2.2. New Radio Map at λ = 6 cm
We performed 4.85 GHz observations over three consecutive nights between
2011 April 30 and 2011 May 2 using the 100-m Effelsberg Radio Telescope.
The most interesting feature seen in our new 6-cm map is a large-scale structure
(∼ 20’ in length) north of Terzan 5. We estimated its flux density, using the
box-shaped region indicated in Figure 2, as 277.5 ± 19.6 mJy. The origin of
this emission is unknown, but this may be due to the interaction of particles
escaping from the cluster with the B-field of the interstellar medium. While
this new detection is intriguing, we do not attempt to fit the relatively low
flux of this large new structure. Rather, we follow Clapson et al. (2011) and
assume that the radio emission from their smaller-scale ”Region 11” may be
due to electrons injected by the population of embedded MSPs. We fit this
using a diffuse low-energy synchrotron radiation (LESR) component due to the
interaction of these relativistic electrons with the cluster B-field.

Figure 2: The 4.85 GHz flux map from the observation with the Effelsberg Radio Telescope.
The position of Terzan 5 is marked with a cross (white). The dashed circle (white) shows the
tidal radius of the GC. The ellipse (cyan) shows the intrinsic size of the TeV source detected with
H.E.S.S. The dashed line (magenta) indicates the direction of the large-scale elongated radio
feature found in the Effelsberg 11 cm survey map (see Clapson et al. 2011, their ”Region 12“).
The box (green) shows the region used for the flux measurement from the newly discovered
extended feature.

2.3. Optical Upper Limits: Comparison of Thermal and non-Thermal
Flux Levels
The predicted LESR component’s flux is relatively low in the optical band
(Kopp et al. 2013), and we show that it may be difficult to directly observe this
component since there are ∼ 105 stars that contribute a high level of blackbody
(BB) radiation that will swamp any diffuse non-thermal emission. We use the
surface-density profile of Terzan 5 obtained by Trager et al. (1995), as con-
verted by Cohn et al. (2002) to obtain the BB νFν flux from stars in different
annuli (as defined by Cohn et al. 2002) centered on the cluster, and also the
total flux expected from the full cluster. We estimate the thermal νFν flux level:
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with R10 = R/1010 cm and assuming d = 5.9 kpc. For the whole cluster
with N∗ = Nann = 7.7 × 104, we find that the predicted BB flux is ∼ 6.2 ×
10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, while the predicted νFν flux for the LESR at 1 eV is only
∼ 7.2 × 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1. We find that the flux ratio (BB/SR) of 105 for
all annuli drops from ∼ 105 to ∼ 103 with increasing radius, out to ∼ 0.35Rt,
with Rt the tidal radius.

2.4. Diffuse X-ray Emission
Eger et al. (2010) searched for extended diffuse X-ray emission from Terzan 5.
They extracted spectra from 8 concentric annular regions centered on the cluster
core to measure the level of diffuse X-ray emission around it, and discovered
significant excess emission above the particle background level. The diffuse X-
ray signal is extended well beyond the half-mass radius of the cluster and the
surface brightness appears to be peaked at the GC center and decrease smoothly
outwards (see region 1 to region 6 in Figure 3).

Figure 3: Smoothed, exposure corrected and non-X-ray background (NXB) subtracted Chandra
image of diffuse X-ray emission in the 1 − 7 keV band around Terzan 5. Shown are the eight
annular extraction regions (dashed green lines, numbered 1 to 8) and the four pie-shaped regions
(solid red lines, labeled N, E, S and W).

2.5. New Fermi LAT Data Analysis
Terzan 5 was the second GC to be associated with a Fermi LAT source. Abdo
et al. (2010) estimated the number of MSPs in this cluster to be approximately
180 using an estimate of the average MSP spin-down power and gamma-ray
efficiency with measured gamma-ray flux. We obtained new Fermi data that
proved constraining for the low-energy tail of the unpulsed IC component (see
Figure 4).

2.6. H.E.S.S. Data
H.E.S.S. discovered a VHE γ-ray source in the direction of Terzan 5
(Abramowski et al. 2011). No new observations have been carried out on
this source since its discovery.

3. MODELING THE BROADBAND SED
3.1. Leptonic Modeling of the Broadband SED of Terzan 5: LESR
and IC Components
We used a multi-zone, steady-state, spherically symmetric model that assumes
pulsars to be the sources of relativistic leptons in the GCs to calculate the particle
transport and to predict the SED from GCs for a very broad energy range by
considering unpulsed synchrotron radiation (SR), as well as inverse Compton
(IC) emission (blue dashed lines).

Figure 4: Different spectral components for Terzan 5 predicted by the leptonic models of Kopp
et al. (2013), and Harding et al. (2008); Harding & Kalapotharakos (2015). We assumed
minimum particle energy Emin = 0.01 TeV, maximum particle energy Emax = 20 TeV, injected
spectral normalisation Q0 = 1.35×1034 erg−1 s−1, magnetic field B = 4.0µG, injected spectral
index Γ = 1.5, number of MSPs Nγ

MSPs = 74, and diffusion coefficient κ = 7× 10−5 kpc2/Myr.
The HESR and CR components are predictions using the model of Harding et al. (2008); Harding
& Kalapotharakos (2015) for α = 45◦, ζ = 60◦, < P >= 7.7×10−3 s, and Bsurf = 5.8×109 G.
We also indicate Chandra (Eger et al. 2010), H.E.S.S. (Abramowski et al. 2011), and radio
data (Clapson et al. 2011; and this work). The black points are for Region 11, green points for
Region 1 and red point for Region 12.

3.2. Pair high-energy SR (HESR) and Primary CR Components
Following the idea of Kopp (2013), we propose the X-ray data point to a new
component that has not been considered before. We use a model of Harding &
Kalapotharakos (2015) and assumed that electron-positron pairs radiate pulsed
SR (lower-energy red solid line component). Given the much higher local B-
field (e.g., the magnetospheric field at the MSP light cylinder BHESR ∼ 106 G
vs. the GC field BLESR ∼ 10−5 G) and the much smaller average pitch angle
α (∼ 0.1 vs. ∼ π/2 radians) as well as different particle energies, the cutoff
energy of this new component is much higher than that of the LESR spectrum:
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Using the same model we fit the Fermi LAT data by calculating the cumulative
primary CR component of pulsed γ-ray emission.

3.3. MSP Population Energetics
We modeled the underlying (visible and invisible) pulsar population via a para-
metric spin-down luminosity function dN/dĖ = N0(Ė/Ė0)−1+γL (Johnston
& Verbunt 1996). By using the observed and estimated unobserved non-
thermal X-ray luminosity (Eger et al. 2010) plus the Chandra point-source
detection sensitivity, and by fixing the average MSP spin-down luminosity to
< Ė >= 9× 1034 erg s−1, we could balance the X-ray emission using a radia-
tion efficiency in the 0.5 - 7 keV band of ηX = 0.063%, Ėmin = 3×1031 erg s−1,
Ėmax = 3 × 1035 erg s−1, γL = −0.04, total pulsars NX

tot = 38. This
solution yields NX

vis = 15 visible pulsars, NX
invis = 23 invisible pulsars, and

〈Ė 〉invis ∼ 2 × 1033 erg s−1. A different choice of ηX (or 〈Ė 〉vis) will lead to
a different solution. Future constraints on NX

vis and 〈Ė 〉vis may help constrain
the pair mulitplicity M±.

4. CONCLUSION
We found a reasonable fit to the broad band spectrum of Terzan 5. Future
constraints on low-energy tail of the LESR component may ultimately provide
insight into the (re)acceleration mechanisms of particles in the GC. The CTA
may provide some aid in constraining the low-energy tail of the IC component
by lowering the energy threshold as well as having a lower sensitivity.
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